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Recent aeolian bedforms comprising loose sand are common on the martian surface and provide a mobility hazard
to Mars rovers. The ExoMars rover will launch in 2020 to one of two candidate sites: Mawrth Vallis or Oxia
Planum. Both sites contain numerous aeolian bedforms with simple ripple-like morphologies. The larger examples
are ‘Transverse Aeolian Ridges’ (TARs), which stereo imaging analyses have shown to be a few metres high and
up to a few tens of metres across. Where they occur, TARs therefore present a serious, but recognized and
avoidable, rover mobility hazard. There also exists a population of smaller bedforms of similar morphology, but it
is unknown whether these bedforms will be traversable by the ExoMars rover. We informally refer to these
bedforms as “mini-TARs”, as they are about an order of magnitude smaller than most TARs observed to date. They
are more abundant than TARs in the Oxia Planum site, and can be pervasive in areas. The aim of this paper is to
estimate the heights of these features, which are too small to measured using High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment (HiRISE) Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), from orbital data alone. Thereby, we aim to increase our
knowledge of the hazards in the proposed ExoMars landing sites. We propose a methodology to infer the height of
these mini-TARs based on comparisons with similar features observed by previous Mars rovers. We use roverbased stereo imaging from the NASA Mars Exploration Rover (MER) Opportunity and PRo3D software, a 3D
visualisation and analysis tool, to measure the size and height of mini-TARs in the Meridiani Planum region of
Mars. These are good analogues for the smaller bedforms at the ExoMars rover candidate landing sites. We show
that bedform height scales linearly with length (as measured across the bedform, perpendicular to the crest ridge)
with a ratio of about 1:15. We also measured the lengths of many of the smaller aeolian bedforms in the ExoMars
rover Oxia Planum candidate landing site, and ﬁnd that they are similar to those of the Meridiani Planum miniTARs. Assuming that the Oxia Planum bedforms have the same length/height ratio as the MER Opportunity miniTARs, we combine these data to provide a probabilistic method of inferring the heights of bedforms at the Oxia
Planum site. These data can then be used to explore the likely traversability of this site. For example, our method
suggests that most of the bedforms studied in Oxia Planum have ridge crests higher than 15 cm, but lower than
25 cm. Hence, if the tallest bedforms the ExoMars rover will be able to safely cross are only 15 cm high, then the
Oxia Planum sites studied here contain mostly impassable bedforms. However, if the rover can safely traverse
25 cm high bedforms, then most bedforms here will be smaller than this threshold. As an additional outcome, our
results show that the mini-TARs have length/height ratios similar to TARs in general. Hence, these bedforms
could probably be classiﬁed simply as “small TARs”, rather than forming a discrete population or sub-type of
aeolian bedforms.
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in a given area using remote sensing data alone. The aim of this paper is
to ﬁnd a way to estimate the heights of aeolian bedforms that are too
small to be measured using HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment; McEwen et al., 2007) DEMs, in order to increase our
knowledge of the hazards they pose to rovers.
In 2020, the European Space Agency, in partnership with the Russian
Roscosmos, will launch the ExoMars rover to Mars (Vago et al., 2015,
2017). The rover has the explicit goal of looking for signs of past life. The
ExoMars rover will be equipped with a drill capable of collecting material
both from outcrops and the subsurface, with a maximum reach of 2 m.
This subsurface sampling capability will provide the best chance yet to
gain access to well preserved chemical biosignatures for analysis. However, drilling on a planetary surface is difﬁcult, time-consuming and not
without risk. Hence, selecting scientiﬁcally interesting drilling sites, and
being able to reach them, is vital for the mission; the ExoMars mission
was conceived as a mobile platform to ensure that the drill can be
deployed at the best possible locations.
The rover (Fig. 2) has a mass of 310 kg and is expected to travel a few
km during its seven-month primary mission. The rover's locomotion
system is based on a passive 3-bogie system with deformable wheels
(Patel et al., 2010). Lander accommodation constraints have imposed the
use of relatively small wheels (28.5 cm diameter without grousers,
12.0-cm width). In order to reduce the traction performance disadvantages of small wheels, ﬂexible wheels have been adopted. However, the
average wheel ground pressure is still ~10 kPa (higher than that of the
NASA MER rovers, which is ~5.7 kPa; Heverly et al., 2013). This is a
concern for traversing unconsolidated terrains. To mitigate this risk the
ExoMars team is considering the use of ‘wheel walking’, a coordinated
roto-translational wheel gait in which the wheels are raised and lowered
in sequence, that can improve dynamic stability and provide better
traction for negotiating loose soils. The plan would be to engage wheel
walking in case a certain predetermined wheel slip ratio limit is

1. Introduction
The surface of Mars hosts various types of aeolian bedforms (Fig. 1),
from small wind-ripples of centimetre-scale wavelength (e.g., Sharp and
Malin, 1984; Sullivan et al., 2005), through larger decametre-scale
“Transverse Aeolian Ridges” (TARs; e.g., Bourke et al., 2003; Balme
et al., 2008; Berman et al., 2011) to kilometre-scale dunes (e.g., Cutts and
Smith, 1973; Hayward et al., 2007). To date, all mobile Mars surfacemissions have encountered recent aeolian bedforms of one kind or
another, despite being located in very different ancient environments:
the Sojourner rover (Rover Team, 1997) explored a megaﬂood outwash
plain, the Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs) “Spirit” and the ongoing
“Opportunity” (Squyres et al., 2004) investigated the interior of Gusev
Crater and the sedimentary Meridiani plains respectively, and the Mars
Science Laboratory (MSL) “Curiosity” rover (Grotzinger et al., 2012) is
studying ﬂuviolacustrine and other sediments within Gale Crater. Hereafter, when we refer to aeolian bedforms and deposits, we refer to recent
bedforms consisting of loose sediments (although we do not specify if
they are currently active or not), rather than lithiﬁed or indurated bedforms, or bedforms preserved in outcrop.
Aeolian deposits consisting of loose unconsolidated material can
constitute hazards to surface mobility of rovers: sinkage into the aeolian
material and enhanced slippage can hamper traction and hence prevent
forward progress, forcing the rover to backtrack (e.g., MER Opportunity,
Arvidson et al., 2011) or, in the worst case, leading to permanent
entrapment and end of mission (e.g., MER Spirit, Arvidson et al., 2010).
Being able to estimate the depth of loose aeolian material (or the height
of aeolian bedforms) before a rover drives over them is therefore clearly
of great advantage. Although measurement of bedform heights can be
performed in situ, this provides no scope for forward planning, nor for
assessing the traversability of a candidate landing location prior to ﬁnal
site selection. What is needed is a way to estimate aeolian hazard severity

Fig. 1. Examples of aeolian bedforms on Mars. North is up and illumination is either from the left or bottom left in this and all following orbital images. a) An example of large aeolian
bedforms on Mars. “A” shows a ﬁeld of transverse aeolian ridges (TARs) with simple to branching crest-ridge morphology. “B” shows TARs with reticulate crest-ridge patterns. TARs usually
have crest-to-crest lengths of up to a few tens of metres. “C” indicates the presence of a large dark dune. These martian dunes often have superposed metre-scale ripple-like bedforms on
their upper surfaces, but can themselves be hundreds of metres or greater in length. Note the small, arcuate slip face at the northern edge of the large dark dune. Part of HiRISE image
ESP_042040_1275 located at ~ 53.05 N, 33.27 E. Image credit: NASA/JPL/UofA. b) An instance of smaller aeolian bedforms, as observed by NASA's Curiosity rover. The image shows a
population of simple, ripple-like bedforms with metre-scale wavelength stretching to the middle-distance. Superposed on these bedforms, and with crest-ridges perpendicular to them, is a
population of smaller ripples with 5–10 cm wavelength. Similar subsidiary ridge crests can even be seen in orbital images (Bridges et al., 2007). Note: white patch in bottom left is exposed
rocky material. This is an MSL NavCam (right) image from Sol 1601 (a ‘sol’ is a martian day) of the mission and has image ID NRB_539621449EDR_F0603162NCAM00260M. Image credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech.
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the aeolian bedforms are, or are not, traversable at a given landing site is
essential, both in the ﬁrst instance for landing site selection, and ultimately for efﬁcient rover surface operations. Although a variety of material properties–including notably grain size and degree of armouring by
coarse grains–alter the traversability characteristics of bedforms
(Arvidson et al., 2017), a knowledge of the size and shape of aeolian
bedforms is a primary question for any given rover site.
Considerable effort has been made in modelling the ability of rovers
to traverse loose sand and aeolian bedforms (e.g., Zhou et al., 2014), but
it is difﬁcult to assess what scale of bedforms will be a hazard without
understanding the shape (i.e. how high they are and what are the slopes
on their ﬂanks) of bedforms, which is hard to measure until the rover is in
situ. Although remote sensing studies of Mars are able to detect and
measure metre-scale landforms on the basis of 25 cm/pixel HiRISE data
and, using stereo imaging-derived elevation models, to determine their
heights to a precision of about 30 cm (Kirk et al., 2008), this is still not
precise enough to understand the detailed shape of bedforms that, while
small, might still form hazards to rovers. In addition, local areas as
textureless as dunes or sand sheets, or which contain repeated, similar
morphologies such as TARs, are challenging for the stereo matching
process, so the quality of DEMs can be poor for such terrains. Any
knowledge of the scale of features that are traversable is particularly
important when attempting to cross bedforms that are longer (i.e., in the
direction perpendicular to the ridge crest) than the rover wheel-base; that
is, when all six of the rover wheels are on the bedform (Arvidson et al.,
2011). If the bedforms are set on top of bedrock (as in the case for the
MER Opportunity site in Meridiani; Sullivan et al., 2005), the height of
the ridge crest provides a maximum depth to which the rover wheels can
sink. In general, therefore, taller bedforms are a more serious concern.
At time of writing, the landing site for ExoMars rover has yet to be
determined. The mission's landing location will be chosen from two ﬁnal
candidates: Mawrth Vallis and Oxia Planum. Both sites contain aeolian
bedforms such as TARs (Fig. 3), but preliminary studies by our team have
found little evidence for discrete, large dunes, although some dark sandsheets are present. What is clear, however, is that the Oxia Planum site in
particular contains zones with a very high density of very small, aeolian
bedforms, smaller than the size range generally deﬁned for TARs, and
morphologically similar to the plains ripples or smaller TARs seen in the
MER Opportunity site (Fig. 4). These small features can only be seen in
HiRISE images viewed at full resolution. We have not thoroughly
searched for these meter-scale, TAR-like bedforms at the Mawrth Vallis
site, but preliminary observations show that they are present here too.
Although the plan-view shape of meter-scale aeolian bedforms can be
measured in HiRISE images, their height cannot: they are generally lower
relief than the precision of HiRISE-produced digital elevation models,
and are also too small for other methods used to estimate the height of
aeolian bedforms on Mars (Bourke et al., 2006) to be applicable. Hence, it
is not possible to determine the extent of the hazard (i.e. the depth of
loose material they represent or the magnitude of the slopes on their
ﬂanks) from orbital remote sensing directly. However, we can instead
examine a different dataset of morphologically similar ripples from the
MER Opportunity rover traverse and use measurements of height vs.
bedform length from these as an analogue dataset. This will not only help
us to determine whether such features are likely to be hazardous to
ExoMars, but could also provide information about their origin by
comparison with similar terrestrial data. Note that in this study we refer
to bedform length as the cross-bedform distance parallel to the
bedform-forming wind (i.e. perpendicular to the crest of the bedform); for
further explanation, see Fig. 3 in Balme et al. (2008).
In this study, we present new observations of meter-scale, ripple-like,
aeolian bedforms (which we informally refer to as mini-TARs) gathered
during the Opportunity rover traverse (Fig. 4), and present data for their
height and length. The key result of our study is that an approximation of
the height of mini-TARs can be obtained by measuring their lengths in
plan-view using high resolution remote sensing data. We also present
example bedform length data from two of the proposed ExoMars landing

exceeded. In other words, wheel walking would be considered an
“emergency” means to negotiate a challenging situation, after which the
rover would revert to “normal” rotational driving motion.
A key requirement of the locomotion system is the ability to traverse
aeolian bedforms without becoming stuck, or, if bedforms are too large,
steep, or high to traverse, to have the ﬂexibility to plan a route around
them. While larger bedforms such as TARs and dunes will simply be
avoided as far as possible, smaller aeolian features such as meter-scale
ripple-like bedforms identiﬁed in the MER Opportunity site in Meridiani Terra (and similar to the smaller bedforms called “plains ripples”
by Sullivan et al., 2005), provide a traversability hazard that is likely to
be encountered, but the degree of severity of which is hard to assess from
orbit.
These sub TAR-scale bedforms (TARs generally being deﬁned as
decametre-scale; e.g., Balme et al., 2008) are similar in many ways to
terrestrial “megaripples” (Bagnold, 1941): they are linear sandy deposits
that are tens of cm to several metres across (Arvidson et al., 2011) and are
often armoured with coarser granules or coarse sand-grade material in a
monolayer on top of the sandy material that composes the greater volume
of the bedform (Sullivan et al., 2005). While smaller examples were
safely crossed by MER Opportunity, larger examples resulted in excessive
wheel slippage, and could have led to a mission-ending situation
(Arvidson et al., 2011). Even MSL, the most capable Mars rover currently
operating, has found it hard to traverse aeolian features that appeared to
be megaripples, sinking into one example at ‘Moosilauke Valley’ by about
30% of its 50 cm wheel diameter, and with slippage reaching ~77%
(Arvidson et al., 2017). Hence, understanding whether the majority of

Fig. 2. Three-quarter and side view of the ExoMars rover. Top: with the drill in its
deployed position. Bottom: with the drill in travelling conﬁguration. Note how the tread
surface of the wheels deforms to increase the contact surface with the terrain. Image
credit: ESA.
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Fig. 3. TARs at the ExoMars candidate landing sites. a) Mawrth Vallis. Part of HiRISE image PSP_002074_2025 b) Oxia Planum. Part of HiRISE image ESP_039299_1985. Both, image
credits NASA/JPL/UofA.

Planetary Data Systems (PDS) labels and converted to Ordered Point
Clouds (OPCs) for visualisation and analysis in PRo3D, directly in the IAU
Mars-centred coordinate frame. PRo3D allows for measurement and
interpretation of the dimensions and geometries of features in the landscape, using simple point, line, polyline, polygon, and best-ﬁt plane
features, from which relevant attributes can be extracted. For a detailed
summary of the PRo3D software and its application to geological analysis
of martian rover-derived stereo-imagery, refer to Barnes et al. (2017).
Whilst there are some inherent spatial measurement errors in the
photogrammetric reconstructions, due to matching artefacts, camera
calibration, and temperature variations, the current version of PRo3D
does not incorporate these values speciﬁcally into the outputted measurements. There is however, a quantiﬁable error in pixel range determination, the MER Pancam having 5.7 mm of range error at 5 m distance
(~0.1%), 23 mm at 10 m distance (~0.2%) and 92.4 mm at 20 m distance (~0.5%). The lateral (vertical and sideways) error is smaller,
especially at longer range. These discrepancies can result in distortion of
the 3D surface, but are overall rather small. We therefore do not include
this error in our PRo3D measurements of aeolian bedform dimensions.
Forthcoming versions of PRo3D are embedding the expected metrology
error as known from image geometry and scene distance into the measurement tool directly, such that every measurement will have an associated measurement error attached.
Physical calibration of PRo3D has not been done with the MER
camera system, but is being performed for the ExoMars PanCam system
(Coates et al., 2017). Nevertheless, some calibration can be done in-situ
on Mars. To provide general calibration data for PRo3D, and to verify
that the tool gives accurate measurements, we used PRo3D to measure
the spacing between MER rover tracks and the diameters of holes drilled
by the MER Rock Abrasion Tool (“RAT”; Gorevan et al., 2003). The RAT
holes are 4.5 cm wide (Thomson et al., 2013), and the lateral spacing
between the rover wheels is 1.06 m (Geissler et al., 2010).
We made eight measurements of ﬁve RAT holes, on an outcrop with a
slope of >20 at a range of only a few meters from the rover. We obtained
a mean RAT hole diameter of 4.8 cm, with a standard deviation of
0.03 cm. We measured rover wheel track separation at two sites, in each
case using right-edge to right-edge (or left-edge to left-edge)

sites: Oxia Planum and Aram Dorsum. These data are included to provide
an illustration of how the height-length data can be applied to the
question of rover traversability. We do not aim to investigate every aspect
of aeolian hazard to rover traversability (such as grain size, composition,
or degree of induration) only the most generic measures that can perhaps
be obtained from obit, namely bedform height and planimetric size.
Finally, having obtained height/length data for mini-TARs in the MER
Opportunity site, we compare them to previous measurements of TARs.
The results indicate that they are part of the same population of aeolian
bedforms.
2. Method
2.1. The PRo3D measurement tool and application to MER opportunity
data
At the time of writing, the Opportunity rover is still functioning on the
surface of Mars, having travelled >45 km, and been active for more than
4850 sols. For much of the ﬁrst 30 km of its voyage, Opportunity moved
across ﬂat plains with metre-scale ripple-like aeolian bedforms superposed upon them (Fig. 4). Opportunity acquired numerous stereo imaging data of its surroundings using both its scientiﬁc Pancam camera
system and the navigational NavCam system. Using these data, and
newly developed PRo3D™ software (Barnes et al., 2017), we are able to
produce 3D models of many areas of the surface at sufﬁciently high
resolution to reliably establish heights and lengths of many aeolian
bedforms. The data used span the period from sol 550 to 2658 (Fig. 4).
The Planetary Robotics 3D viewer (PRo3D) was developed as part of
the EU-FP7 PRoViDE project (Traxler et al., 2018) to visualise
stereo-imagery collected by rovers on the martian surface. Mosaics taken
from the left and right eye of the camera systems (MER Pancam and
Navcam and MSL Mastcam) are reconstructed using a Semi-Global
Matching (SGM) technique for the Pancam and Navcam, and a Hierarchical Feature Vector Matching technique for the Mastcam data
(HFVM–due to different focal lengths in each eye), using the PRoViP tool,
developed by Joanneum Research. These are then globally oriented using
SPICE (see: https://naif.jpl.nasa.gov/naif/index.html) kernels and
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bedform length. Hence, the approach was developed to generate a single
representative value of height and length for individual bedforms such
that they could be compared with orbital data.
To minimise possible errors inherited from the 3D-model, we
measured only bedforms that were close to the rover when observed.
Some bedforms could not be well-resolved by the stereo matching used to
produce the PRo3D dataset, leading to gaps in the 3D mesh, and in some
PRo3D scenes only part of a given bedform was imaged. This meant that
there were sometimes no bedforms that could be sampled in a given
scene. The sampling strategy was therefore to measure all bedforms
within ~7.5 m of the rover that had near-continuous 3D model coverage
in PRo3D, and for which reliable digitization seemed possible.
For each candidate bedform analysed with the PRo3D software, the
bedform ridge crest was ﬁrst identiﬁed. Then, using a plan-view
(downward looking) viewing angle in PRo3D, line objects were constructed extending perpendicularly from the centre of the ridge crest to
the margin of the bedform. Each measurement line was reﬁned using the
full range of 3D viewing angles. We generally digitized to the edge of the
sediment-covered area for isolated bedforms, using both contact with
bedrock and visible breaks in slope to determine the edge of the bedform.
For bedforms that coalesced with one another horizontally, we often used
an oblique view to determine where the bedform slope ended by examining the cross sectional shape, or the lowest point between bedforms.
Line construction was done for both sides of the bedform, starting at
the same point on the ridge and ensuring that both lines were parallel to
one another. The bedform length (l) was found by adding the horizontal
length of these two lines, and the height (h) by averaging the difference
in vertical heights along the lengths of each line – thus accounting for a
gently sloping substrate. Five such measurements of h and l were made
for each bedform and combined to give mean values for height (H) and
length (L), as well as a sample standard deviation (ΔH and ΔL). Each of
the ﬁve measurements was made slightly apart from the others (a few
tens of centimetres along the ridge crest) to provide an estimate of
variability: ΔH and ΔL. This was done due to the difﬁculties in generating
a representative measure of height and length of a bedform from a single
measurement, and the inherent possibility of a single measurement
having a higher possibility of digitization or 3D model error, and the
converse problem: trying to generate representative a simple height and
length measurement from a complex 3D model in a timely fashion.
The ﬁve measurement method was used as a compromise between the
two. Hence, we were able to identify bedforms that had consistently
measureable heights and lengths by their small relative ΔH and ΔL, as
well as potentially poorly digitized bedforms, or those poorly resolved in
PRo3D, which had larger values of ΔH and ΔL.
From these data, ﬂank slope and plan-view asymmetry (the ratio of
the length from the crest to the edge of the bedform measured in one
direction, compared to the other) can also be extracted. An example of
these construction lines is shown in Fig. 5.
In addition, each bedform was classiﬁed into one of three classes (i)
Type 1: sharp-crested, ripple-like features that show clear zones of substrate or bedrock between the bedforms (cf. “closely spaced” bedforms in
Balme et al., 2008, Fig. 5), (ii) Type 2: sharp-crested, ripple-like features
that are coalesced, such that no substrate or bedrock can be seen between
them (cf. “saturated” bedforms in Balme et al., 2008, Fig. 5), and (iii)
Type 3: uncommon, ripple-like bedforms with a more rounded crest
shape. Examples of these classes are shown in Fig. 6.
As a further check of the accuracy of the PRo3D measurements, and to
test whether digitizing these features in HiRISE images would provide
plausible data for bedform length, we plotted length of each bedform as
measured in PRo3D against length for the same bedform measured in
HiRISE images. To do this we created a Geographic Information System
(GIS) project including a shapeﬁle describing the MER Opportunity rover
path from the Opportunity Rover Analyst's Notebook (http://an.rsl.wustl.
edu) and the HiRISE images that covered the path. We then used this
GIS to identify individual bedforms in the HiRISE images that matched
those measured using PRo3D. Finally, we digitized each bedform in the

Fig. 4. Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity mission track: shown in this image starting at
Sol 1 and continuing until ~ Sol 4400 (Opportunity was still functional and had
completed > 4850 Sols of operations at time of writing). Black arrows show the portion of
the mission track analysed in this study. Background is a mosaic of CTX (Malin et al.,
2007) and HiRISE images. Inset is part of HiRISE image ESP_011765_1780 and shows both
the extensive aeolian bedforms and the Opportunity rover itself (circled). This HiRISE
image was acquired on Sol 1783 of the mission.

measurement of only very well deﬁned tracks from the rear wheels. This
was done to avoid uncertainty caused by estimating the centre of a track,
or using tracks overprinted by the rear wheels. At the ﬁrst site, where the
tracks were very well deﬁned, and in the 3–5 m range from the rover, ten
measurements yielded a mean spacing of 1.061 m with a standard deviation of 0.004 m. For the second site, where the tracks were slightly less
well deﬁned, and in the 2.5–7.5 m range from the rover, 15 measurements were made, giving a mean spacing of 1.066 m, with a standard
deviation of 0.007 m.
We conclude that PRo3D measurements of metre-scale objects in the
2.5–7.5 m range are accurate to within 1% of their true value, suggesting
that measurement error is more likely to derive from manual digitization
error, rather than inherent errors in the measurement tool. Finally, the
good agreement of the RAT hole PRo3D measurements with their true
size, even on steep slopes, provides reassurance that the vertical scaling is
correct.

2.2. Measurement of bedform height from MER opportunity observations
Our measurements were made with the aim of generating a dataset
that could be compared with orbital plan-view HiRISE measurements of
5
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Fig. 5. Aeolian bedforms in Meridiani Planum as seen in PRo3D software. This image
shows a mosaic of MER Opportunity Pancam images overlain on a 3D model constructed
from stereo images. PRo3D allows the viewpoint to be chosen to best show the surface
features, it does not have to be a ﬁxed perspective from the point of view of the sensor.
The different coloured lines show examples of ripple-length measurements. We tried to
digitize features in the centre of the scene, and in the near-ﬁeld to avoid distortion.

GIS to obtain an equivalent length measurement to that made in PRo3D.
2.3. Remote sensing measurement of bedform lengths at a candidate
ExoMars landing site
To illustrate the frequency distribution of bedform lengths, and the
possible effects this may have on rover traversability, we also constructed
ﬁve circular (100 m radius) study areas in the Oxia Planum candidate
ExoMars landing site. The aeolian bedforms present in these study areas
are shown in Fig. 7 at a scale of about 1:2500–which is about a factor of
2–3 lower than full-resolution HiRISE images. Fig. 7a–d shows individual
study areas and Fig. 7f shows the local context for this region. Nearly all
the impact craters in Fig. 7e contain TARs, so one study area (Oxia1) was
speciﬁcally chosen to illustrate the distribution of TAR length in these
areas, whereas the others focus on the smaller mini-TAR bedforms. The
eastern part of the candidate landing site contains many such bedforms,
over a much wider region than the topographically conﬁned areas where
TARs are found, so we chose four other sites in areas with varying densities of these mini-TARs to investigate the distribution and variability in
the length of this type of bedform.
Bedforms were digitized in ArcGIS® software using a simple line
drawn perpendicular to the bedform ridge crest across the longest part of
the bedform–in a similar way to that done for the comparison with
PRo3D described above. Most of the bedforms were digitized at full
HiRISE resolution (a scale of about 1:900), but often we had to “zoom in”
to a scale of ~1:500 to properly digitize the smaller features. Only one
measurement was taken per bedform, but where bedforms appeared to
comprise multiple, merged aeolian forms (for example, a very wide
bedform with multiple curved ‘en-echelon’ sections), one measurement
was taken for each arcuate component of the compound form.

Fig. 6. Example Pancam images of aeolian bedforms in Meridiani Planum classiﬁed by
morphology and viewed in PRo3D. a) Type 1: isolated sharp-crested, ripple-like features
with bedrock between them. Arrow shows a “type example”. Images acquired on Sol 853
of the MER Opportunity mission. b) Type 2: coalesced sharp-crested, ripple-like features
with no bedrock between them (foreground of image). Images acquired on Sol 2231 of the
MER Opportunity mission. c) Type 3: ripple-like bedforms with a rounded crest shape.
Images acquired on Sol 2595 of the MER Opportunity mission. Note that in all cases the
scale bar provides correct scale only at that level within the perspective image as rendered
in PRo3D.

measured bedforms plotted as a function of their lengths L for all 119
measurements in the initial dataset. The vertical error bars show the
standard deviation on the height, based on ﬁve measurements, but horizontal error bars are not shown, being very small. A simple, unweighted
linear regression is provided, together with 95% prediction limits for the
data, based on that regression. In Fig. 8b, the same plot is provided for the
ﬁltered dataset, in which only those bedforms for which ΔH/H was less
than 0.5 were used. Fig. 9 shows both initial and ﬁltered datasets split by
bedform class. Other than class 2 (saturated) bedforms appearing to be
slightly larger and taller, the data for the three classes plot on the same
trend, and thus seem to represent the same population of features.
The lengths of bedforms measured in PRo3D were compared with the
same measurements obtained using HiRISE remote sensing data (see
“Approach” section, above). Error on PRo3D length was taken to be
equivalent to the standard deviation of the ﬁve measurements used to
obtain length, L, for each bedform and was estimated to be equal to 1

3. Results
3.1. Aeolian bedform height and length measured from the MER
opportunity traverse
119 bedforms were measured in the initial data set. Some of the
bedforms analysed had signiﬁcant variability in height, but variability in
measured length was much smaller. The standard deviation (ΔL) of the
ﬁve length measurements that were taken for each bedform was less than
10% of the mean length, L, in more than 90% of the cases, but about 30%
of the height measurements made had standard deviations (ΔH) of more
than 50% of the mean height, H. We therefore provide two datasets: a
raw dataset and a “ﬁltered” dataset where measurements with large
standard distributions were excluded. Fig. 8a shows mean height H of the
6
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mini-TARs are generally about 15 times longer than they are high.
Interestingly, the length/height trend of our data match the lengthheight relationships for larger TARs (e.g., Hugenholtz et al., 2017). For
example, when the data from Fig. 8b are plotted against the TAR data
from Hugenholtz et al. (2017) the linear regression line passes through
the approximate centre of the distribution of the TAR trend (Fig. 12). This
observation is consistent with the interpretation that mini-TARs are
simply small TARs as there is no evidence that they plot on a different
trends.
Another line of evidence to support the interpretation that mini-TARs
are simply small TARs is that the mini-TARs generally have high planview symmetry (i.e. the ridge crest is situated at the midpoint across
the bedform when viewed from above). This is consistent with observations of TARs, which also have highly symmetric proﬁles (Shockey and
Zimbelman, 2013), although it should be noted that these two datasets
were acquired in slightly different ways: Shockey and Zimbelman (2013)
relying on topographic proﬁles obtained from photoclinometry, rather
than on the combination of photogrammetric 3D models and overlain
imagery as we did here. Finally, the conclusions that the bedforms studies
here are simply small TARS is reinforced by their morphology, the
mini-TARs being almost identical in form to “simple” TARs as described
by Balme et al. (2008), but two to three times smaller.
Some TAR studies yield slightly divergent comparisons: for example,
Shockey and Zimbelman (2013) also measured heights and lengths
(although they refer to the lengths as ‘widths’) of many TARs using more
than 60 topographic proﬁles. They found TAR length/height ratios of
3.4–125 with a mean of 8.3, compared to our study result of ~15.
Similarly, although our length/height trend is visually a good match for
the Hugenholtz et al. (2017) dataset (Fig. 12), they ﬁnd that, on average
TARs in their study are slightly steeper: ~13 times longer than they are
tall, compared to ~15 times in our study. This could be due to the effects
of slightly larger TARs, which appear to be steeper in their dataset (i.e.
more points are above the best-ﬁt line than below as length increases in
Fig. 12), decreasing the mean. Hence, while our data appear to be
consistent with an interpretation of mini-TARs being TARs, there is a
possibility that TAR length/height ration is not scale independent, and so
smaller bedforms might represent a slightly different population. It has
been postulated, for example, that TARs of different scale may form in
different ways: smaller ones as megaripples, larger examples as small
reversing dunes (Zimbelman et al., 2012; Zimbelman and Williams,
2007), although Hugenholtz et al. (2017) ﬁnd little evidence for this in
the population they studied.
It should be noted that the TARs measured by Shockey and Zimbelman (2013) and Hugenholtz et al. (2017) have mean lengths and heights
that are nearly an order of magnitude larger than the mini-TAR bedforms
examined in this study, and that relative measurement error in vertical
height will always be fairly large when using from-orbit photoclinometry
or photogrammetry to try to determine the height of bedforms that are
only 5–10 times higher than the pixel size of the imaging data from which
the topographic data are generated.

pixel in the GIS-based measurement (i.e., 25 cm). These data plot on a
straight line of gradient 1 with little deviation (Fig. 10). This provides
conﬁdence both that the PRo3D measurements are accurate (at least in
terms of horizontal scale) and, because there is no noticeable change in
how well the data ﬁt the trend line for the smallest features, that
measuring bedform length in HiRISE images is an acceptable sampling
method, at least for bedforms > 1 m length. If this were not the case, and
the HiRISE data had substantial measurement errors for smaller bedforms
compared to the more precise PRo3D measurements, it might be expected that there would be considerable scatter in the shorter bedformlength region of the plot, but this is not observed.
Two additional parameters were extracted from this dataset: ﬂank
slope and asymmetry. Flank slope is deﬁned simply as tan 1 [H/2L],
calculated in degrees and shown in Table 1. This measure obviously does
not constrain the full range of slopes seen at individual bedforms (for
example, the slopes near the crest lines may be steeper, or more
rounded), but instead provides a gross estimate of the types of slope a
rover might encounter if trying to traverse across and through the loose
material.
Asymmetry was measured by making use of the fact that the length of
each bedform was constructed from two lines, each measured from the
same point on the bedform crest, but in opposite directions. Hence, these
two measurements are “half-lengths”, such that the asymmetry value is
simply deﬁned as the magnitude of the ratio of the longer half-length to
the shorter. Symmetrical bedforms will have an asymmetry of 1, with
larger values showing increased asymmetry. An asymmetry value of 2
indicates a bedform that has one side twice as long as the other. If the
bedforms are generally symmetrical, the asymmetry values will be
strongly clustered around a value of 1. A population of asymmetrical
bedforms will show a broader distribution with many higher values. As it
is, the data are indeed strongly clustered around 1, with more than 50%
of all bedforms having an asymmetry value of <1.15 (using either the
ﬁltered or unﬁltered dataset). Asymmetrical bedforms are, in fact, rare,
with less than 5% of the bedforms having an asymmetry of more than 1.5.
This result remains true even when considering the smaller morphologyspeciﬁc subsets (classes 1–3) of the data on their own (Table 1).
Flank slopes (Table 1) for classes 1 and 2 are generally 6–7 , with the
class 3 (rounded crest) bedforms being slightly shallower at 5.2 . However, only seven measurements were made of class 3 bedforms, and the
mean slope is little more than one standard deviation away from that of
the whole population, so we do not consider this to be a signiﬁcant result.
3.2. Length distributions mini-TAR type aeolian bedforms at two ExoMars
rover candidate landing sites
Five study areas in the Oxia Planum candidate ExoMars rover landing
site were examined. The size frequency distributions and a comparative
summary plot for these data are shown in Fig. 11. As the distributions of
the measured length data are not normal, the mean and standard distribution are not used to summarise the populations. Instead, the data in
Fig. 11f are shown as comparative box plots. A summary of the collected
data is shown in Table 2.
As can be seen in Fig. 11, there is a clear difference between the
length distribution of the TAR-like bedforms (Oxia1) and the mini-TARs
(other areas). Although there are many small bedforms in area Oxia1,
there are also a few tens of bedforms with lengths greater than 10 m.
Bedforms of this scale are not found in the other areas; most of the
bedforms found in those areas are less than 5 m in length.

4.1.2. Megaripples
Hugenholtz et al. (2017) present several lines of evidence to show
that simple-morphology TARs formed in a similar way to megaripples on
Earth, and we also ﬁnd that there is little evidence to show that
mini-TARs are not simply small TARs. The small TAR-like bedforms
examined here are also similar to terrestrial megaripples in their
length/height ratios. Example terrestrial megaripples length/height ratio
data include ~4–20 (Hugenholtz and Barchyn, 2017) and ~12.5–50
(Zimbelman et al., 2012). The mini-TARs are also similar to terrestrial
megaripples in that they have low plan-view asymmetry (Zimbelman
et al., 2012). Our study adds further support to the idea that TARs form in
a similar way to megaripples on Earth, which would conﬁrm the suggestion that neither the reduced gravity nor the reduced atmospheric
pressure should greatly alter the cross-sectional shape of aeolian bedforms on Mars compared to Earth (Zimbelman et al., 2012).

4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison with previous data of similar aeolian bedforms
4.1.1. TARs
The data shown in Fig. 8 provides an approximation for the expected
height of a martian mini-TAR style bedform as a function of its length: the
7
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Fig. 8. MER Opportunity ripple-like bedform data, as measured in PRo3D. a) Initial dataset. b) Filtered dataset, removing data with large fractional standard deviation in measured ripple
height. See text for explanation of lines and error bars. P-values of R-squared are <0.01 for both regressions.

Fig. 9. MER Opportunity ripple-like bedform data, as measured in PRo3D and split by morphological classiﬁcation. a) Initial dataset. b) Filtered dataset, removing data with large
variations in measured ripple height. Class 1 data represent bedforms with surface material or bedrock between them, class 2 data represent “saturated” bedforms that are laterally
coalesced, and class 3 data represent bedforms with less crisp, rounded ridge morphology. Error bars as in Fig. 8, but omitted for clarity. Dashed line is a simple linear regression. P-values
of R-squared are <0.01 for both regressions.

~1 m high and having a wavelength (presumably equivalent to length) of
~7 m (Arvidson et al., 2017), although the rover elevation plot of the
traverse across the bedform seems to suggest that the length of the
feature is more like 12 m and its height about 0.6 m. Also, these elevation
data neglect sinkage into the dune by the rover, which would tend to
reduce the measured height. The length/height ratio from these two
estimates of height and length give a range of 7–20, comparable to our
mini-TAR data. Again, though, it should be noted that the setting of the
Dingo Gap megaripple is dissimilar to that of the ﬂatter, ‘plains’ setting of
the MER Opportunity traverse – it appears perched on a saddle-like area
at the mouth of the valley (see, for example, Figs. 5 and 6 in Arvidson
et al., 2017).
The megaripples that MSL encountered within Moon Light Valley,

In addition to comparisons with orbital data, the mini-TAR style
bedforms can also be compared to other surface-based observations of
similar features. For example, the ripples analysed by Lapotre et al.
(2016) have mean wavelengths of 2.1–3.6 m, similar to those analysed
here, but occur in a different setting (they are found on the backs of large
dunes, rather than existing as individual ripples). Unfortunately, height
information is not available, so these are less useful for direct comparison
with our data.
Bedforms described as “megaripples” were traversed by the MSL
rover (Arvidson et al., 2017). One particular example is a large bedform
located at the mouth of a shallow valley. The valley was referred to as
“Moon Light Valley” and the bedform as the “Dingo Gap megaripple”
(Arvidson et al., 2017). The Dingo Gap megaripple is described as being

Fig. 7. Example of bedforms examined in the Oxia Planum ExoMars candidate landing site. The white circle shows the 100 m radius study area in which bedforms were measured. a-e)
Study areas Oxia1 to Oxia5. f) Local context showing that all ﬁve areas are within 5–10 km of one another. Image centred at 18.225 N, 24.359 E. Note that area Oxia1, within a small
crater, was chosen to contain TARs, while the other areas were chosen to contain different densities of mini-TARs. North is up in all ﬁgures so, in all cases, the bedform ridge crests have an
approximately NE to SW trend. Extracts of HiRISE images ESP_040433_1985 and ESP_039299_1985. Image credit: NASA/JPL/UofA/MSSS.
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more widely-spaced (Fig. 12; Arvidson et al., 2017), with some bedrock
between the bedforms. Hence wavelength is a different measurement to
length and we cannot determine the length/height ratio. Nevertheless,
these examples are of similar height to those seen in our study, and are
quantitatively of similar length (certainly length is < wavelength).
To summarise, we suggest that there is no clear morphometric
distinction (at least in terms of height, ﬂank slope or length) between the
populations of bedforms we have called mini-TARs, and those of TARs in
general, but that there may be a gradational change in steepness from
mini-TARs and moderately sized TARs to larger TARs which appear
steeper. It is also possible that the population of even smaller bedforms
seen at Meridiani Planum, denoted “plains ripples” (Sullivan et al., 2005)
are essentially the smallest part of the population of TARs in general. We
ﬁnd good agreement between the heights and lengths of the bedforms we
measured at the MER Opportunity traverse, and published data for ripple
heights and lengths seen at the MSL Curiosity site. An important task for
future work would be to use PRo3D to measure similar features at the
MSL site to test whether small aeolian bedforms here really do have
similar shapes to those measured here.
4.2. Traversability of ripple-like bedforms by a hypothetical rover
As discussed above, aeolian bedforms can constitute a formidable
hazard or barrier to rover locomotion. The measured height of an aeolian
bedform can provide an estimate of its traversability: low bedforms with
shallow slopes being less dangerous to traverse than taller, steeper ones.
From the comparison with terrestrial and other martian megaripples
above, and knowing the approximate height of similar aeolian bedforms
predicted to be a hazard for a rover's safe operation, we could use such
data to infer what lengths of aeolian bedforms – as measured in highresolution plan-view remote-sensing images – are likely to correspond
to heights of bedforms that pose a signiﬁcant risk to a rover. Conversely,
we could also use these data to infer what maximum lengths of bedforms
in a given area are likely not to pose a risk to a rover – which can then be
used strategically to help select landing sites in the ﬁrst place, or to aid in
long term planning for rover operations. Although measurement of
bedform heights can be more easily and accurately performed using in
situ stereo observations, as demonstrated here, such a technique provides
no forward planning capability. The measurements we have made,
though, can be used to infer the heights of features seen on the surface
from orbital data, and hence can help provide information for landing
site selection, or for strategic mission operations.
For example, in Fig. 13, two hypothetical bedform heights are shown:
15 cm and 25 cm, along with the bedform length that they are equivalent
to in measurements from MER Opportunity data. Here, we can see that if
the threshold for a bedform being “too high” to cross by a rover is 25 cm,
then the average length that matches this height is just under 4 m (green
line centred on the green box in Fig. 13). This means that, assuming the
bedforms at a given site are of a similar shape population to those seen in
the MER Opportunity traverse (which appears to be a reasonable
assumption as shown in the comparisons above), a bedform recorded
from orbit as having this length has a 50% chance of being higher than
the traversability threshold. The green shaded area in Fig. 13 provides
the 95% prediction limits of the data. Thus, again assuming the bedforms
are similar to those seen in the MER Opportunity traverse, this means that
bedforms longer than about 4.75 m have a 95% chance of being too high
for the rover to cross, while bedforms with lengths less than about 3 m
have a 95% chance of being successfully negotiated.
However, if the rover were only capable of crossing bedforms of
15 cm height (blue shaded regions in Fig. 13), then ripples with lengths of
just ~2.5 m would have a 50% chance of being uncrossable, and those
longer than about 3 m would have a 95% chance of being too high to
traverse safely. Bedforms recorded from orbit as having a length of
~1.75 m, however, would only have a 5% chance of being too high for
the rover to traverse. Hence, based on our study, we can suggest that the
“95% traversability bedform length” is ~1.75 m for a rover that can cross

Fig. 10. MER Opportunity ripple-like bedform length data, as measured in PRo3D and in
ArcGIS® using HiRISE images. Error bars as described in text. Dashed line is a simple linear
regression. P-value of R-squared is < 0.01.
Table 1
Median asymmetry and mean slope values for MER Opportunity ripple-like bedforms as
measured in PRo3D. The scatter of the distribution is represented by the 95 percentile value
for asymmetry (which does not have a normal distribution) and by standard deviation for
the slope (which approximately does).
Data subset

Number of
data points

Median Asymmetry
[95th percentile]

Mean ﬂank slope ( )
[Standard Deviation]

Initial data
(all classes)
Filtered data
(all classes)
Class 1 (initial
data)
Class 2 (initial
data)
Class 3 (initial
data)

119

1.15 [1.50]

6.5 [1.5]

83

1.14 [1.43]

6.8 [1.3]

86

1.15 [1.58]

6.6 [1.6]

26

1.18 [1.37]

6.8 [1.3]

7

1.24 [1.4]

5.2 [1.3]

slightly farther along the rover traverse than Dingo Gap, are arguably
more similar to the MER Opportunity examples. Although they are
conﬁned within a valley, they are within a locally ﬂat-lying area. These
are described as having heights of 0.1–0.15 m with wavelengths of 2–3 m
(Arvidson et al., 2017). Assuming that the wavelength is equivalent to the
length for these ripplee (which appears reasonable given that imaging
data suggests that the ripples are nearly “saturated” with little bedrock
between them), the length/height ratios are ~ 20 (probably smaller as
true length is < wavelength) so plot within the bounds of our dataset in
Fig. 8. Megaripple ﬁelds reported in two other parts of the MSL traverse
(Moosilauke Valley and Hidden Valley) are described by Arvidson et al.
(2017). One ripple at Moosilauke Valley is described as being ~0.4 m
high, with a wavelength (presumably, equivalent to length) of ~6 m. This
is equivalent to a length/height ratio of 15–very close to the data we have
collected from the MER Opportunity traverse.
Other ripples in these two areas are described as having heights of
0.15–0.2 m with wavelengths of 2–10 m (Moosilauke) and heights of
0.15–0.2 m with wavelengths of 2–3 m (Hidden Valley). Images of the
Hidden Valley megaripples (Figs. 17 and 18; Arvidson et al., 2017) show
these ripples are ‘saturated’; i.e., the length measurement is approximately equivalent to the wavelength. The length/height data for these
are also consistent with our data. The Moosilauke examples appear to be
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Fig. 11. Frequency distribution of aeolian bedforms length in ExoMars Oxia Planum landing site. a-e) Histograms showing the length distributions from 5 different study areas. Note the
difference in both x and y scale for study area Oxia1, the only plot showing bedforms similar in morphology to TARs. f) Box plot showing comparative distributions of bedform lengths.
Each box plot comprises a median value (central solid dark line) and the quartile distributions (box). The whiskers show 1.5 times interquartile range above and below the box. Outliers
(further from the median than the whiskers) are shown as individual circles. Box width is proportional to the square root of the sample size.
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Table 2
Summary of bedform lengths measured in the Oxia Planum candidate ExoMars rover
landing site. N is the number of bedforms measured in the study area. Lmin is the smallest
measurement, Lmed the median measurement and Lmax the largest.
Study area

N

Lmin (m)

Lmed (m)

Lmax (m)

Oxia1
Oxia2
Oxia3
Oxia4
Oxia5

153
625
104
490
436

1.8
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.6

4.6
1.5
2.2
2.1
1.9

19.9
4.2
6.4
5.5
8.4

Fig. 13. Hypothetical bedform heights crossable by a rover, and their matching lengths.
Two heights (25 cm - green, and 15 cm - blue) are shown, together with the 5%, 50% and
95% probability match for their lengths. See text for explanation. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)

Shows that if the rover can traverse 25 cm high bedforms safely, then
almost all the bedforms in the Oxia2, Oxia 3 and Oxia 4 are smaller than
the “95% traversability bedform length” (the green line in Fig. 14 is
above most of the length-frequency distribution of the four areas studied). This suggests that this would be a relatively safe place for the rover
to manoeuver. On the other hand, if the rover could only traverse 15 cm
high bedforms safely, then the majority of the bedforms that it would
encounter in these regions (with the exception of area Oxia 2) would be
longer than the “95% traversability bedform length”, and so this would
be a region where the rover would encounter many un-crossable aeolian
bedforms.
This study provides a framework for a method to determine the degree of hazard posed by aeolian bedforms for regions of Mars using only
remote sensing data. Of course, there are some assumptions inherent to
the method, including:

Fig. 12. MER-Opportunity ripple-like bedform length-height data from this study (red
circles) plotted over summary data (black dots) redrawn from Fig. 5b of Hugenholtz et al.
(2017). Hugenholtz et al. (2017) measured the heights and lengths (described by them as
width) of many TARs using HiRISE DEMs. Red dashed line is the extrapolated linear
regression derived from our measurements shown in Fig. 8b. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)

bedforms up to 15 cm in height, but improves to ~3 m for a rover that can
cross 25-cm-high bedforms. In practice we note that the material properties of the bedform (e.g. grain size, armouring by larger particles), will
also be of importance, and adds an element of uncertainty to this prediction. However, if laboratory-based simulations can mimic the grain
size, material properties and morphology of martian aeolian bedforms,
then the results of experiments used to determine the height of bedform a
rover can cross will be directly applicable to this approach.

(i) that the reference population of bedforms (in this case, in Meridiani Planum) is representative of bedforms of this size and
morphology (i.e. simple plan-view crestlines) on Mars in general.
The similarity in shape and scale of the Meridiani bedforms to
other 1–5 m long aeolian bedforms seen on Earth and Mars suggests this may not be a bad assumption, but clearly more measurements are needed. This could be done for bedforms at the MSL
and MER Spirit sites and can perhaps be augmented in the future
from ExoMars rover measurements. Such measurements could be
used to test whether differences in bedform morphology and local
bedrock geology between study areas affect the height-length
relationship of aeolian bedforms.
(ii) that there is a quantiﬁable scatter in the height-length distribution
that allows the probability of a bedform having a certain height to
be predicted from its length. Such a relationship is shown in Fig. 8,
but the reliability of this relationship could be improved by adding
more data. As for point (i), this could be done by adding in observations from other martian rover and lander sites.
(iii) that there is a well-constrained set of laboratory or ﬁeld investigation data that describes how successfully a given rover can cross
aeolian bedforms, and that this can be simpliﬁed into a single

4.3. Application of traversability thresholds to candidate ExoMars landing
sites
The small aeolian bedforms in Oxia Planum that we measured are
similar in morphology and size to the plains-ripples/mini-TARs observed
by MER Opportunity. The variations in length of these bedforms (Fig. 11)
are similar to those seen in Meridiani Planum, with the exception of the
TARs in area Oxia1. These data allow us to test the traversability of the
various study areas in Oxia Planum, based upon hypothetical rover
bedform traversability and the assumption that the Meridiani Planum
bedforms are similar in shape to those at Oxia Planum. If we again assess
the same two idealized cases – a rover capable of traversing 15 cm high
bedforms and a rover capable of traversing 25 cm high bedforms – we can
use the data presented in Fig. 13 to assess the likelihood that a rover has,
for example, a 95% chance of traversing the bedforms in a given region.
This is illustrated in Fig. 14 which compares the length data from Fig. 11
with the equivalent traversable length criteria from Fig. 13. Fig. 14
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what circumstances and how often a vehicle can expect to experience
locomotion difﬁculties based on the presence of aeolian bedforms that
could be risky, or mission-resource expensive to negotiate (e.g. in terms
of time or electrical energy). This would be the case when dealing with an
extensive ﬁeld of such bedforms, where the ripples would have to be
navigated one after the other over considerable distances; for example, if
the mission landed in the middle of a region of TARs.
5. Conclusions
Small, meter-scale aeolian bedforms observed by the MER Opportunity rover in the Meridiani Planum region of Mars have lengths parallel to
the bedform-forming winds that are ~15 times their crest-ridge heights.
They are generally symmetrical in terms of ﬂank lengths and have gross
ﬂank slopes of approximately 6–7 . These measurements are generally
similar to those made for megaripples on Earth, and are within the distributions of the same measurements made for TARs on Mars. The data
are in agreement with the hypothesis that these martian bedforms
formed by the same processes as terrestrial megaripples. We conclude
that these smaller bedforms are therefore likely to be small TARs, and
part of the same continuum of aeolian bedforms. The measurement of
bedform length, made either from the surface or in remote sensing data,
can therefore be used as a proxy for bedform height. Assuming that all
morphologically similar bedforms of similar size on Mars follow this
distribution, our results provide a means of assessing the height of small
(~10 m length or smaller) aeolian bedforms on Mars from plan-view
orbital data alone.
As the traversability of aeolian bedforms depends partly upon their
crest ridge heights (taller bedforms containing deeper sand and dust
being more likely to provide a barrier or hazard to a rover) the measurement of bedform length can provide a ﬁrst order approximation of
the traversability of aeolian bedforms. Further, the distribution of
measured bedform heights for a given measured bedform length can be
used to constrain the likely range of bedform heights at a given site. Thus,
if the maximum height of aeolian bedforms that a rover can traverse is
known, this can be converted into an equivalent length of bedform, and
hence be used to derive the probability that a rover can cross the bedforms seen from orbit at a given location.
Aeolian bedforms similar in scale and form to those seen in Meridiani
Planum occur in abundance on the plains regions of ExoMars Oxia Planum candidate landing site. Slightly larger aeolian bedforms, TARs, are
also present at this site, but are mainly conﬁned to topographic depressions such as impact craters. The TARs here have lengths of up to
15 m, whereas the bedforms measured in the other sites generally have
lengths less than 4 m. The other candidate site, Mawrth Vallis, also
contains extensive aeolian bedforms of similar size.
Combining these measurements with the length-height distribution
measured from Meridiani Planum, and assuming that this also applies to
other regions of Mars, allows a prediction of whether the bedforms in
Oxia Planum will be traversable by the ExoMars rover. If the ExoMars
rover can safely traverse aeolian bedforms with 25 cm high crest-ridges,
then our measurements suggest that most of the bedforms found on the
ﬂat plains of Oxia Planum will be lower than this threshold height.
Conversely, if the ExoMars rover will only be able to cross aeolian bedforms with 15 cm high ridge crests, then most of the bedforms will have
ridge crests higher than this.
If wheel walking is implemented in the ExoMars rover design, this
technique will boost considerably the rover's capacity for negotiating
unconsolidated terrains and challenging slopes, but at a cost in time and
energy. Our method could be adapted to provide an indication of under
what circumstances, and how often, it would be likely that wheel walking
would need to be engaged at a given candidate site.
Although this study involved relatively few bedforms (~100), the
approach provides a template for how one aspect of rover traversability
of aeolian bedforms could be assessed from orbital data. This could be
important both for assessing future landing sites, and for strategic

Fig. 14. Length distribution of mini-TAR style aeolian bedforms in the Oxia Planum region. Also shown are “95% traversability bedform length” criteria lines for a rover that can
only traverse aeolian bedforms less than 25 cm high (green) and for a rover that can only
traverse aeolian bedforms less than 15 cm high (blue). Box width is proportional to the
square root of the sample size. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

“crossable height”. Such experiments should be performed to
mimic the grain sizes, slopes and heights of martian bedforms as
closely as possible.
(iv) material properties such as grain size and armouring by coarse
grained deposits on the upper surfaces or interdune areas are also
likely to effect traversability, and the results of ongoing rover
trials will help reduce uncertainty created by this. Hence, bedform
height/slope alone cannot be the sole focus of traversability
studies.
The illustrative remote sensing data we collected provides some
predictions about the probable size distribution of aeolian bedforms in
the Oxia Planum region, but requires the results of rover testing to be able
to constrain the likely traversability of a given area. Alternatively, this
same method could be used to present rover builders or testers with data
that could feed into the design of their vehicles, or the implementation of
driving techniques. As with all population studies, the approach can be
improved with a larger dataset, and these should be collected from more
diverse landing sites, or from diverse locations within a rover traverse.
4.4. Preliminary results of ExoMars rover locomotion tests
The very ﬁrst measurements conducted by the ExoMars team at a
dedicated rover locomotion test facility in RUAG (Switzerland) show
that, on the type of soils a vehicle may expect to encounter when
traversing aeolian bedforms on Mars, the ExoMars rover is likely to
experience excessive wheel slippage (90%), leading to signiﬁcant
sinkage (half a wheel diameter) and slow locomotion progress on 8
slopes. However, when engaging the wheel walking gait on the same
terrain, the rover can safely negotiate 23 slopes in steady state —that is,
irrespective of the slope length— with no appreciable wheel sinkage.
These test results conﬁrm that wheel walking can be an important asset
for improving slope traversability and mission safety in general. However, as discussed before, wheel walking—if implemented—would be an
“emergency” mode to be commanded from the ground, since progress is
slower than with “normal” locomotion under moderate slip rate.
The method described here provides a useful means to estimate under
13
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planning for active rover missions. The technique could be improved by
collecting more data on aeolian bedform length-height relationships
from as many in-situ observations as possible, across a diversity of
landing sites on Mars. As a starting point, the study could be broadened to
use data from the MSL and MER Spirit missions, during which other
examples of aeolian bedforms were observed.
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